How to Work with the Awakened Higher Self that is You

Many awakened people have guardians like ascended masters or higher dimensional beings that they work with on various life missions here on Earth. By being in contact with your ascended master(s) people have the ability to visit the higher dimensional realms where they can gain access to their inner truths, and regain cellular memories that were forgotten when the galactic being came to inhabit a human body, and entered a stage of amnesia like circumstances called the veil of forgetfulness. When the human is ready again to remember their galactic origins and history they awaken and begin to lift their veil(s) of forgetfulness.

In our cellular memories and genetic DNA blue prints we have left ourselves many clues of how to access our universal knowledge when we are ready to do this. Some people’s universal knowledge is contained within galactic cores that are universal knowledge library repositories. These libraries exist on the higher dimensional planes that are part of our original galactic soul groups in the places that we have visited in the universe. The libraries are accessed through star gate way portals on the physical plane of existence or during astral travel. To the Star Traveler’s knowledge these libraries can look like large chambers with books, tablets, or crystal chips with data on them, these informational tools hold tidbits of people’s galactic life histories throughout the ages, all that people have to do is figure out which ascended masters or higher dimensional beings they are associated with and ask them to help with their inner journeys of self-discovery in how to access the galactic cores of universal knowledge. This way we begin to find our own resonating soul keys and light codes that will help us to open the right door(s) (star gate way portals) to these library chambers in order to gain access to the information inside these knowledge repositories in our universal galactic cores that are the living essence of our soul sparks. These keys can metaphorically or even on the light planes be our literal spears of truth in the light being that we are in our higher dimensional selves on the various realms of existence that we travel in including our various galactic core libraries. In the below information you will discover who the ascended master Melchoir/El Morya is and how you can work with him in order to be able to access your universal knowledge from the galactic cores.
Who is Melchoir/El Morya?

Melchoir is a star gateway guardian to the galactic core which holds people’s universal knowledge from the time of Atlantis, when Earth was first created, etc.

When speaking with Melchoir he told the Star Traveler that he has green hair and cerulean eyes.

Direct contact can be made with Melchoir by working with the First Spiritual Ray, when this is done then access can be gained to the galactic core when the blue star gate way portal is opened to the Vega star system. Invoking the First Blue Ray helps people to remember who their higher selves are and what information they want to know from universal knowledge, this is one of the first steps to learning one’s life mission(s) on Earth or our star origins in the universe.

Words and intention have the power to help make contact with the ascended masters, higher dimensional beings, and the Chohans. By working with the various Spiritual Rays of light people can learn how to channel their higher self and have access to their universal knowledge from different galactic cores in the universe.

Our souls evolve on the physical level aspect by remembering who we are as galactic beings and who our star families are. We learn what we are here to do by accessing our experiences, skill sets, abilities, talents, and knowledge bases from other lifetimes that we have had or will yet have. All the information is imbedded in our original genetic blueprints that are in our light bodies which are anchored/connected to our auric fields and DNA structures. It is important to look within ourselves for the soul truth that we seek to find as this truth is the most honest universal knowledge that there is.

Melchoir is the Chohan of El Morya: El Morya is the chohan of the first ray and chief of the Darjeeling Council of the Great White Brotherhood. El Morya represents the godly attributes of courage, certainty, power, will, drive, confidence, strength, forthrightness, self-reliance, dependability, faith and initiative. These are the qualities of the Father principle—the statesman, the executive, the ruler.

Because he has ably out pictured these essential virtues, El Morya has, through many embodiments, worn the crown of authority, ruling many kingdoms wisely and well. His ruler ship has not been that of a dictator, demanding that his subjects submit to his human will; but rather, his interpretation of government is God-over-men and his concept of true statesmen is God’s overmen. He inspires in his subjects illumined obedience to the holy will of God.

El Morya had a previous lifetime as Melchoir who was one of the three wise men. El Morya has served tirelessly with Saint Germain in the cause of world and individual freedom, training public servants to externalize the will of God through God-government on Earth. Apart from his very important work on a planetary level, El Morya is concerned in helping us as individuals to recognize the Divine Will within us and encouraging re-unity with our Christ and God Selves. He sponsors and helps us develop the blue plume of Divine Power, one of the threefold flames of the inner (hidden) heart. His lessons are of those of trust and courage, teaching us to trust in ourselves, our intuition and in the support of God and the Universe. He tells us that lack of trust leads to fear, and fear prevents us from thinking clearly and will stifle intuition and creativity. Intuition helps us be in the flow and connects us strongly to our Divine mission and Plan, enabling us to move forwards with strength and determination. If we have trust it gives us the self-confidence and courage to go out into the world and to try our best, even at the risk of making mistakes - which are after all only learning experiences - for it is only by doing so that we can expand the boundaries of our limitations and bring about true growth.
Working with the First Ray of Light

**FIRST RAY:**

Color: Electric blue

Corresponding chakra: Throat

Elohim: Hercules and Amazonia

Archangel: Michael and Faith

Chohan: Master MORE, also known as El Morya, Morya, Master M, M, or Bapu.

**What is the Blue Ray:** The Blue Ray is the first Ray of light. The energy of this Flame is the first and final synthesis, the source of all the other energies. The Blue Flame is in the core of the very strength and energy. The first Ray is represented in the power of intent, cause, direction, centralization and unity, and its keynote is will - Divine Will. The basic qualities of the Blue Flame are manifested through the energies of power, strength, faith and protection.

Ray 1: Blue Ray of God’s Will or Power. The First Ray may be invoked to have the faith to do the will of God. It may be called forth to assist in becoming self-dependent and self-actualized through understanding the Will of God for one’s own life as well as the Divine Plan of the Creator for planet Earth, this Galaxy, and the Universe. This Ray gives the power to become one’s own authority through spiritual discernment of God’s Will. It amplifies the God qualities of Omnipotence and Perfection.

This Ray is at the root of all structure, and is the only Ray to fall absolutely under the direction of the Office of the Manu. It is the primary Ray of creation, and may be seen as blue, the color of communication (in the beginning was the Word). It has a cleansing, catalytic and intense energy, allowing nothing to stay static or stagnate. Those working with it need to be adept at working with Energy, for it will powerfully instigate change, breaking down old conditions, outdated beliefs and structures and moving them dynamically forward to more productive ways of Being. It provides the impetus and drive to get a new Plan underway and in establishing and maintaining the thrust of a new objective.

**Pure qualities:**

Traditionally as the ray of power and will, yet from a deeper understanding the first ray represents the creative drive. This is the desire for self-expression, a willingness to experiment, even when the outcome of the experiment cannot be known ahead of time. Also a willingness to flow with life and learn from every experience. The first ray gives rise to the sense that everything matters, that life is exciting and that the individual truly can make a positive difference. The first ray is also the key to your willingness to work for raising the whole, instead of raising only yourself.
Perversions:

The perversion of the creative will is a fear of the unknown, which is expressed as an ability to abuse power in order to control one’s circumstances, including other people. There is a fear of engaging in activities where the outcome cannot be predicted or guaranteed, which obviously stifles creativity. People with perverted first ray qualities are often engaged in a variety of power games with other people, all based on the desire to control the outcome. This is an attempt to quell the very life force itself, which always points towards self-transcendence, and instead protect the separate self and what it thinks it can own in this world. This can lead to a sense of ownership over other people, which is one of the major sources of conflict on this planet. In milder cases, people have a fear of being creative and a sense of powerlessness, feeling that nothing really matters and that an individual cannot make a difference - thus, why even bother trying.

Invocation for the Blue Ray:

"Archangel Michael, Archangel Gabriel, Saint Germain, keepers of the Blue Flame, Lords of the Blue Flame from Sirius, Legions of the Blue Lightning Angels, El Morya, Angels of the Will of God, Shekinah, Gaia, and my higher Self, please direct my highest good."

Reaching out with both hands, then bringing to your higher heart chakra, begin. "Gathering all parts of my core essence, in my sacred heart, in holy reverence of the Sacred Divine Feminine of Grace in me, I invoke the Blue Ray of Creation to strengthen the power of the will of God in my body and being. Power of the Blue Ray, anchor my full expression of creativity and purpose. May I glorify and serve the Divine Plan of unconditional Love and Light. Awaken my voice, that I may speak my truth in the harmony of my radiant I Am presence. Empower my super sensitive nature that it may serve as my beloved master guide to discern and commune with the energies of Creation. May I be the place of peace, a gift to God in the joy of living. Blue Ray Elohim, wrap me in your enfolding Love of Light of complete protection, for I Am whole, in my absolution as a sovereign being, One with Creation, in perfect unity, an instrument from which God flows I Am."

We have much to share and give to you, the whole of Creation. Your star sisters and brothers of light, we are One!

Calling on the Ascended Master Melchoir/El Morya

In the name I AM THAT I AM, Jesus Christ or Creator, I call to my I AM Presence to flow through the I Will Be Presence that I AM and give these decrees with full power. I call to beloved Master MORE, the other Chohans and the Maha Chohan to release the flood tides of light, to consume all blocks and attachments that prevent me from becoming one with the eternal flow of the first ray of creative will and ever-transcending power.
1. Master MORE, come to the fore, I will absorb your flame of MORE. Master MORE, my will so strong, my power center cleared by song.

O Holy Spirit, flow through me, I am the open door for thee. O mighty rushing stream of Light, transcendence is my sacred right.

2. Master MORE, your wisdom flows, as my attunement ever grows. Master MORE, we have a tie, that helps me see through Serpent’s lie.

O Holy Spirit, flow through me, I am the open door for thee. O mighty rushing stream of Light, transcendence is my sacred right.

3. Master MORE, your love so pink, there is no purer love, I think. Master MORE, you set me free, from all conditionality.

O Holy Spirit, flow through me, I am the open door for thee. O mighty rushing stream of Light, transcendence is my sacred right.

4. Master MORE, I will endure, your discipline that makes me pure. Master MORE, intentions true, as I am always one with you.

O Holy Spirit, flow through me, I am the open door for thee. O mighty rushing stream of Light, transcendence is my sacred right.

5. Master MORE, my vision raised, the will of God is always praised. Master MORE, creative will, raising all life higher still.

O Holy Spirit, flow through me, I am the open door for thee. O mighty rushing stream of Light, transcendence is my sacred right.

6. Master MORE, your peace is power, the demons of war it will devour. Master MORE, we serve all life, our flames consuming war and strife.

O Holy Spirit, flow through me, I am the open door for thee. O mighty rushing stream of Light, transcendence is my sacred right.

7. Master MORE, I am so free, eternal bond from you to me. Master MORE, I find rebirth, in flow of your eternal mirth.

O Holy Spirit, flow through me, I am the open door for thee. O mighty rushing stream of Light, transcendence is my sacred right.

8. Master MORE, you balance all, the seven rays upon my call. Master MORE, forever MORE, I am the Spirit’s open door.

O Holy Spirit, flow through me, I am the open door for thee. O mighty rushing stream of Light, transcendence is my sacred right.

Sealing:

In the name of the Divine Mother or Goddess, I fully accept that the power of these calls is used to set free the Ma-ter light, so it can out picture the perfect vision of Christ or Creator for my own life, for all people and for the planet. In the name I AM THAT I AM, it is done! Amen.
We travel in the spheres of light, as we take predestined flight, through the echoes of time and space we find our loving grace.
Sacred Geometry Key code symbol for opening the star gateway portal to the galactic core

Universe Entrance to the Galactic Core

Star gateway Guardian Melchoir wielding the Spear of Truth
Blue Ray Light star gate way portal entrance to the galactic core

Light Being guardians to the entrance of the galactic core

Main entrance point portal way to the knowledge of the galactic core

Blue Ray Light star gate way portal entrance to the galactic core
Alchemy of time star gate way portal into the past and future timelines of planet Earth

Time is free flowing and fluid, everything just is as it always can be

This is the planet Sanara in the Orion system where star gate technology is most advanced